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Philanthropist Jo Soo Tang sees
Christmas as a time for re ection
Jo Soo Tang feels that learning to swim is a life skill that should
be available to everyone, which is why her wish list this season
includes helping Splash Foundation to assist children from lowincome communities
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Jo Soo Tang is the honorary chairman of the Hong Kong Adventist Hospital
Foundation – board of governors (Stubbs Road), and an advisory board member of
Splash Foundation HK and Food Made Good HK. She is also part of the development
committee for WWF Hong Kong and actively growing the local community for Human
Rights Watch (HRW) on children’s rights and LGBT policies.
Lately, I’ve been … planning HKAHF’s Women of Hope & Men of Hope 2020
fundraiser, helping Splash Foundation (HK) raise funds and expanding the Food
Made Good (HK) footprint locally. I have also taken over a dozen classes in baking,
resin art, uid art, Ikebana and interior design.
Describe yourself in three words … introverted, observant and organised.
To me, Christmas means … a time to re ect. We can gain more insights into ourselves
to learn more about our strengths, weaknesses, fears – and might even discover
something unexpected.
My favourite place to spend Christmas is … Japan.
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My favourite Christmas memory is … my son. He was born a month before Christmas
weighing nine pounds, and I put on 60 pounds. How could I ever forget that?
This Christmas, my wish list includes … helping Splash Foundation assist more kids
from low-income communities. Learning how to swim is a life skill that should be
available to everyone. I also want to support the food service sector via Food Made
Good HK, in operating more sustainably. In doing so, we help to create a sustainable
food system. Restaurants can have a restorative impact on the planet. We can
accelerate change towards an environmentally restorative and socially progressive
hospitality sector.
Want more stories like this? Sign up here [1]. Follow STYLE on Facebook [2], Instagram [3],
YouTube [4] and Twitter [5] .
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